Mr Donald George Stewart
Medical History 26/11/1953 - 2/6/2015
26/11/53:  Born Woking, Surrey, England by Caesarian Birth.  Possibly not breast-fed
1953-58: Conventional vaccinations including polio.
1957:  Minor rash resulting from overdose of nuts (Endnote 1).
1958, 1962:  According to Dermatologist Dr Coutts, Adelaide Road, Wellington, Mr Stewart's immune system may somehow have been affected ("shocked") by his early experience travelling abroad as a small child and being transferred from  a "cossetted environment" in smog-ridden London into the clear air and bright sun of the Southern hemisphere during an important early development stage of Mr Stewart's childhod immune system. (Endnote 2).  
1959-60 (Approx):  Developed itching on back of leg behind the knee.  Described as "eczema" by a family-friend GP who prescribed an ointment which seemed to clear it up.
1961-2:  Developed itching similar to current condition on arms.
1963 (approx): In circa October, resident in Dunedin, 10 months after having returned to NZ (refer Endnote 2) Mr Stewart developed extreme fits of sneezing and suffered slight vision impairmant (blurring).  The impairment in vision seemed to stabilise with little deterioration until circa 2013 with only slughtly further perceived impairment between 2013-15.
1966:  Extreme itching event (for details refer Endnote 3).
1967 (Approx):  Allergy test by a Dunedin GP to investigate Mr Stewart's severe sneezing (Endnote 4 for details).  
1970-73:  Emergency operation to correct a Tortion following a squash racquets tournament.  Also about that time two dental operations to remove wisdom teeth.  No complications from these operations nor from Anaesthetics.
1974: Contracted chickenpox (aged 20).
1975-8:  Severe attacks of hayfever by being in full-time employment close to large area of industrial waste-land covered in unmown long grass in the Anderson's Bay Road industrial area of South Dunedin (Endnote 5).
January 1979: Transfer to Wellington for employment.
1979-1986:  Hayfever / sneezing fits appeared to subside unless exposed to long grass. 
1986:  Mr Stewart received a full medical check From Dr Crutchly of Molesworth Street, as a pre-condition for full-time employment contract with the United States Embassy, Wellington, NZ.  Nothing significant to report apart from "propensity for hernia in lower abdomen".
1986-92: Full blown eczema re-appears on arms below elbow (Endnote 6).
1992 (March):  Resigned from US Embassy job to go on Sabbatical and have a break from the office computer to test whether the itching was related to that environment (Endnote 7).
1992 (March to November):  Sabbatical to UK, Israel (6 months), USA.   No change to itching and/or eczema despite exposure to hot, dry Israeli climate.
1986-:  Condition now chronic with light to moderate intensity and mainly confined to lower arms.  Annoying, mildly embarrassing with marks on arms but bearable.   
1990's (late) to circa 2003:  Tried using Pinetarsol in bath to ease condition but with no success.
1990's (Late):  Blood tests by a dermatologist show severe antibody reaction to nuts.  Mr Stewart recommended to undergo therapy involving ultra-violet light.  Mr Stewart elected not to take up the recmmendation (Endnote 1).
200-2002:  Employed as Custodian at Wellington Jewish Community Centre (JCC).  Lived on-site in flat described as "Damp" by some people.  Contracted Bronchitis during this period but made full recovery.  Dr Keeny, Karori Medical Centre, recommended using an inhaler at that time.  Mr Stewart declined the recommendation and has not needed an inhaler at any time since.
2002 (June):  Resigned from JCC as itching deteriorated.
2002 (circa July - December): Travelled abroad to UK and Israel, for research, to sound out future employment in UK and to find solution to itching abroad.  Visited Israel and tried spas at Dead Sea and Leke Tiberias to no avail.  About then, Mr Stewart tried spreading Dead Sea mud over his arms to tacckle the itching.  The mud removed the itch by replacing with sting but as the mud dried the itching returned.  Dead Sea mud appeared to have no other effect nor any side-effect. 
2003-4:  Returned to NZ and the lflat Mr Stewart owned in South Karori (2000-04).  In 2000, Mr Stewart sold the property nearby in South-West Karor and discontinued landscaping.  Re-commenced writing on PC while unemployed.  Itching spread to legs and buttocks and disturbed sleep (as it still does - June 2015).  Concluded, rightly or wrongly, some of the extra irritation was due to the heat from the Sun in the flat which had long daily exposure to sunlight through large windows facing the West.  On the other hand, the flat was very dry and warm and not al all damp despite being in a suburb generally regarded as damp.  
2004-9: Sold flat (2004) and returned to UK for same reasons as above (research, employment, advice on Health.
2006 (4/5/06):  Applied to participate in survey of "Eczema Sufferers" at Guy's Hospital, South Bank, London ("Guy's Drug Reserach Unit, 6Newcomen Street, London, SE1 1YR).  The hospital declined Mr Stewart's application after a full medical examination on the basis that his itching problem was nasty but not bad enough for their particular objectives.  However, the doctor who carried out the examination suggested Mr Stewart enrol at a local medical centre (being a UK Citizen and therefore eligible) and get treatment there.
2006:  As part of enrollment procedure at Bloomsbury Medical Centre (BMC), Mr Stewart underwent a standard urine test which suggested he had Diabetes.  Mr Stewart then had a blood test at Middlesex Hospital, Euston Road where "Diabetes" was "confirmed".  Agreed to take action by controlling diet.  Doctors at the BMC suggested the Diabetes be contained first before attending to "Itching".
2007:  Stepped heel on sea Urchin in  Eilat.  No problem.  Immune system via blood circulation took waste material to area of maximum weakness in the body and excreted it therefrom as per normal system operation.
2008:  Bitten by flea leaving nemitode in the system.  Developed "Jericho Rose".  Caught it from same source of fleas as hostel owner in Eilat; i.e., from  Sudanese refugees camped in the hostel's night shelter where I stayed overnight.  Jericho Rose scabs disappeared after 5 months.  One or two recurrences later over tow or three years perhaps but no apparemt long-lasting symptoms.
2009 (June):  Returned to Wellington, NZ, with employment situaton in UK very nasty with GFC.  Consulted with Karori Medical Centre re Diabetes diagnosis and agreed to continue control with diet.
2011 (October):  Admitted to Wellington Public Hospital with sugar level at 22, dehydrated.  Immediately put on insulin injection.  "The aetiology of Donald's diabetes remains unclear but I think likely is latent autoimmune diabetes ....".
2011-Current:  Successfully containing diabetes.  However, itching still chronic.
Endnotes
(1)  The precise date for this event in the 1950's is not known.  Information about this event only emerged from a discussion with Mr Stewart's mother in the wake of the dermatologist's (unexpected) discovery.  Apparently, as a small child in the early 1950's in England, Mr Stewart had consumed a considerable quantity of nuts at a function attended by Mr Stewart's paremts.   A moderate rash erupted for a couple of days but the episode was never repeated.
(2)  1958;  Trvelled by ocean liner Southampton to Auckland via Panama Canal.
1958: Return Journey (back to London's smog) as above; Auckland to Southampton.
1962:  One-way trip back to NZ via Suez Canal.  
Comment:  By virtue of sailing across the world via ocean liners Mr Stewart's immune system experienced frequent significant variations in enivironment and climate.  In Mr Stewart's view, that may have been exacerbated by events at birth but that information was not communicated to Dr Coutts because Mr Stewart himself was unaware of these matters at the time of his appointment with Dr Coutts in circa 2012.
(3)  This is an illustrative example going back many years but the following episode may have a bearing on Mr Stewart's itching problem.  Mr Stewart was reprimanded (understandably, one must admit) for his behaviour by his parents for constantly itching himself while on public view at a Sunday School end-of-year concert.  The event was a tense nerve-wracking occasion for Mr Stewart.  Much against his will, Mr Stewart was also required to sing a song in a quartet with three other boys.  Throughout the hour-long event, while all the rest of the children sat perfectly still, Mr Stewart was too obviously and embarrassingly in acute discomfort and fidgeted all the time with his itch.  No action was taken to investigate the source of Mr Stewart's discomfort.
(4) The later Dr Desmond Symonds, GP, Main Street, South Dunedin conducted the allergy test.  In this procedure, the doctor lightly scratched  Mr Stewart's skin on the underside of both forearms with a pin or needle.  Then serums containing various pollens and animal furs were daubed onto the scratches.  Each scratch mark was separated by an interval of aproxximately a centimeter.  Almost immediately large welts emerged on nearly all the scratch-marks.  A majority of the 'welts' or inflammations unexpectedly expanded right across the gaps and really became difficult or impossible to distinguish.  The normally taciturn Dr Symaonds' response was to bring his nurse into the surgery to  observe what he described as the most extreme response to this test that he had ever seen.  Mr Stewart was then given a course of injections, one per visit, once a week, for two to three months in circa 1966-67.  There are no official records of this treatment.
(5)  Background:  Between circa 1965 and January 1979, Mr Stewart lived on St Clair Hill at his parets house probably 3-400 feet above sea-level.  From this vantage point one could see the extent of South Dunedin's smog in those days. South Dunedin's smog was far less severe, by all accounts, than London's between 1953-62.   Mr Stewart's primary, intermediate and secondary schooling, and university and early employment 1963-January 1979 all took place in South Dunedin or North Dunedin (for Otago University).
(6)  Two issues may be relevant here.  Firstly, in his new job, Mr Stewartbegan typing at Portable computers (PC's) for 4-6 hours per day to write his US Embassy reports.  Mr Stewart noticed that as soon as he exposed bare arms to the air surrounding the computer, as he typed, the itching would get severe and he would have to roll down sleeves and put a suit jacket back on for relief. He also observed sharp static electricity discharges between his office key and the door handle.  Each time Mr Stewart walked down a carpet-covered corridor to his office, a sharp spark of electrical discharge took place when unlocking and opening the door to his office. However, also around this period, Mr Stewart began landscaping a large property he had recently purchased in West Karori (1986-2000).  The landscaping involved frequent contact with gorse, blackberry and native bush.  Some hayfever experienced but nothing out of the ordinary.
(7)  Mr Stewart's 13-14 years in the rough and tumble of Wellington's politics and economics, although mostly quite a lot of fun was nevertheless quite stressful at times.  That point  may be of some relevance or background.  Years later (circa 1997), Mr Stewart attended a debate at the Royal Society where presenters concluded mobile phones, computers, power pylons etc., were not responsible for cancers and other problems.  Counter intuitively, however, a Crown Research Institute Scientist present said his CRI had taken out a patent on a special shield to attach to cell phones to protect users from brain tumours.
Other Matters
Mr Stewart takes two Glicazide tablets and 16 units of Lantis Insulin each day.
Mr Stewart's GP os Dr Myrta Kenny at Karori Medical Centre.
Mr Stewart will bring to the June 2 meeting with Dr Steele his "Clinic Letter" describing the circumstances of his hospitalisation and confirmation of Diabetes plus a discharge summary provided by Wellington Public Hospital.




